Use LegendView to Change Layer Order

**DID YOU KNOW . . . you can change the order of layers by dragging them in LegendView?**

**What Using LegendView to Change Layer Order Gives You**
- Use mouse to drag layers up or down to change order of your layers
- Interactively drag layers to any position in layer order
- Display geometric objects on top of raster objects for full visibility

1. Display of layers hiding vectors and an elevation raster object (DEM_16bit).
2. Full visibility of layers when order has been changed.

How to Use LegendView to Change Layer Order
- Display layers in 2D or 3D Group windows.
- On the LegendView select and drag one of the layers up or down.

Note: You can also change layer order if you
- Right-click on a layer in the Spatial Data Display window and choose To Top, Raise, Lower, or To Bottom.

**WANT TO KNOW MORE?**
See the tutorial booklet entitled:
Displaying Geospatial Data